POST CARD

(Continued as:)

The Postal card.

Elizabeth, N. J., G. H. Watson and A. Lohmeyer, 1892-94.


vi. 1902. 108-115.


There is a title-page and an index to volume IV, and no number for April, 1892, nos. 92 and 93 both being dated "March".


There is a coloured paper wrapper to each number and no. 1 has two illustrative supplements. No. 5 was published by Atkinson and Co.

Miss. St. Jour. 140 (4).


8°. 84 in. No. 1, May, 1906.

This number has a coloured paper wrapper.


POST CARD NEWS. Post card news. Leipsics, Eigendorf [printed], W. T. Wilson, 1869.

8°. 8° in. No. 1, November, 1869.

Bound up with "Postal Cards and Covers".


8°. 7 in. No. 1, May, 1905.

Only partly philatelic.

Miss. St. Jour. 125 (4).


**. No. 9, which is without year of publication, is octavo and the other numbers are folio. No. 13 is wrongly numbered "No. 14" and nos. 8, 5, 6, 8 and 10 are called double numbers. No. 10 is printed on the back of a large postcard with the heading " Petitions for an uniform penny postage lie here for signatures " and nos. 4 and 12 contain illustrations of essays for stamps. There are two copies of no. 1, one dated " March 14, 1839 " and the other " March, 1839. " The latter has the words " Specimen of " above the title. The title of no. 2 is " Papers relating to Uniform Penny Postage, an Uniform Penny Postage, 1838-39 " (nos. 6-17).


Santander, Urgar, A. Sipos, 1898.

4°. 12 in. Nos. 1-3, April 11-June 10, 1898.

**. The contents consist almost entirely of advertisements.

Miss. St. Jour. 129 (7).

POSTA MONDIALE. La Posta Mondiale. Giornale dei collezionisti di francobolli a marche.

Leghorn, P. R. de Torres, 1873-74.


**. Each number has a plate of illustrations of stamps, etc., printed on one side of the paper only, and the plates of nos. 1-4 are found in different colours in copies of the same number. Nos. 1 and 10 have two extra pages of advertisements, printed on one side only, no. 9 has an extra slip calling attention amongst other mistakes to the error in the date, May instead of April and no. 12 contains a slip with notice on the suspension of the journal. Some of the copies of no. 3 are wrongly numbered " N. 2 " and certain of the advertisements on page 24 of the two editions vary. This was the first philatelic journal published in Italy.

POSTA ROMÂNĂ. Posta Română. Ziar filatelie nacională.

București, Roșmeni, Garabet Atlan, 1895.


POSTA UNIVERSALE. La Posta universale. Rivista filatelica internazionale mensile.

Milano, W. von Peaker, 1891.


**. No. 2 bears the words " Tiratura copie 5,000 (seconda edizione) " above the title, and this number has a second copy of the same coloured paper attached to it.

Miss. St. Jour. 116 (7).

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.